A dictionary definition of dignity would be “the state or quality of being worthy of honour or respect.” However for a topic so critical to quality elderly care, we need to go much further than knowing the base meaning of dignity. The dictionary definition seems quite at odds to the expected usage from everyday medical practice, though strangely, a definition of dignity is often absent from specialist medical dictionaries. Indeed on deeper inspection we find that dignity is a relatively new concept in medicine, emerging in the 1970s and then almost exclusively in relation to the dying process. 

Alarming there remains very little consensus on it’s meaning, and a BMJ article of 2003 even questioned it’s purpose; arguing it to be an artefact of Roman Catholic writings that crept into medical ethics. To seek a more useful definition of dignity, we must seek to ask those who are involved with it on a daily basis, and indeed the Royal College of Nursing noted an absence of clear guidance on this important topic, and have drawn up a statement of what they believe dignity to be. This provides a useful and practical definition for modern medical practice: “Dignity concerns how people feel, think and behave in relation to the worth or value of themselves and others. Dignity may be promoted or diminished by: Places: physical environments and organisational cultures. People: the attitudes and behaviour of nurses and others. Processes: how care activities are carried out.”

Dignity as concept, is made far more complex by a realisation that it is specific to the individual, and based on each patient’s values, standards, norms and culture. Therefore we can only truly comprehend what dignity means when we act on a case by case basis and take the effort to enquire from our patients what they think of their current and past situations. When we comprehend this, it becomes apparent why it is so often our hospitals’ geriatric patients who are at greatest risk of their dignity being compromised. The reasons are threefold; firstly the geriatric giants universally restrict older patient’s abilities to influence, and interact with their environment and healthcare staff and so are unable to give that vital, personal information. Secondly these patients are repetitively or permanently in contact with healthcare services, with the potential for a steady erosion of their personal values, standards and norms, resulting in a progressive cumulative decline in their expectations and subsequent demand for dignity. Finally these patients were brought up on traditional patient-doctor models and are thus far less comfortable to discuss their grievances or concerns with the healthcare, or more especially, the medical team.

The initial medical application of dignity solely to the dying process was woefully inadequate, and with better understanding of the term, it is clear that dignity’s importance lies in life, and the benefits it has on life are far more wide ranging than many might suspect. Traditional views of dignity identity benefits to older patients’ so called life spirit, their sense of freedom and responsibility, thus enhancing their self respect. There is further strong evidence that an attention to dignity in the healthcare setting enables successful coping strategies to be developed to help deal with the patient’s changing health and lifestyle. Improving these psychological elements is no doubt

Protecting dignity

Doctors must cease protecting dignity, and strive to enhance it. This is critical amongst our elderly patients, who are the most vulnerable yet stand to gain the greatest benefit, both psychologically and physically. For too long the practical application of dignity has been left to the nursing profession, yet without a collaborative approach elderly patients suffer unnecessarily. Improvements in both education and communication are essential.
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essential to high quality elderly care, yet the mind and the body are linked and good psychological care, with due attention to dignity has been shown to improve diverse physical outcomes, including neurocognitive outcomes, fall risk and cardiovascular risk. The postulated mechanism is that violations of dignity cause an unhelpful activation of the stress response and subsequent hormonal changes, potentially also involving psychological depression pathways. It is quite remarkable that “a distinctly subjective experience grounded in social and political relationships” can have such a profound impact on health and survival. Indeed this subjective concept has actually been shown to significantly benefit health at the population level suggesting that dedicating more time to improving dignity in our elderly populations could have significant wide-ranging impacts on healthy ageing.

We must especially target our elderly populations, for their health is most at risk; they are more likely to experience dignity violations as described above and also have been shown to suffer more physical harm from such violations. Furthermore that harm is occurring in bodies with already limited physiological reserves. More alarmingly still is that dignity promotion is particularly expensive within geriatric populations, and there are long standing questions by some as to whether this is something we can afford.

Physicians and dignity

In our elderly populations it is clear that dignity is a therapeutic tool as much as any medication or operation. The selection, prescription and direction of such therapeutic interventions in a hospital elderly care setting, is a doctor’s or more especially a geriatrician’s duty. Indeed this is clearly outlined in the General Medical Council’s guidance “Duties of a Doctor.” What is alarming is the absence of this subject from medical school syllabi, effective teaching on the subject, or even evidence of research into how to teach such concepts to students. In addition to the absence from education, overall the medical literature carries many articles on the dignity of creating life by genetic engineering and dignity around death but there are very few articles covering practical means by which doctors can promote dignity, and none at all (based on a Scopus literature search of terms “geriatric” and “dignity”) focused on dignity in our elderly populations. There is, I believe, a very clear explanation for this; it is the commonly held belief that dignity is to be “maintained” and research is therefore not needed to build on an already set and established baseline. To a doctor maintaining dignity applies to clinical examination, preparation for surgery and minor procedures. It is therefore a short term, time limited factor for when the doctor is in direct contact with the patient. Furthermore medical educationalists can see this baseline as an untaught, but naturally attained part of a medical school education, or even the entry criteria. As outlined above however, simply maintaining dignity is completely unacceptable, we must seek to actively improve it.

Nurses and dignity

In the absence of a meaningful medical research literature covering dignity we must look elsewhere. Fortunately the nursing journals provide an abundance of practical, sensible and cost effective solutions to not just maintaining, but improving patient dignity; that clearly highlights the nursing professions dedication to this area. Indeed the Royal College of Nursing’s stance is clear; “Dignity: At the heart of everything we do.” They are prepared to motivate both nursing and healthcare leaders to ensure they are able to fulfil this, with particular success recorded in ensuring the dignified care of elderly people.

The nursing professions dedication to dignity would seem to be beyond question, however recent media coverage could disagree. It is interesting to consider that doctors, whose governing body places dignity equally high on their professions proscribed duties, have seemingly escaped such criticism. Undoubtedly however our healthcare system is an interconnected one, and one profession cannot act alone in such a broad ranging and overarching challenge such as dignity. It could well be argued that the physicians have dragged their heels, and the nurses have paid the price. The need to support our colleagues has however become more acute for nurses who are finding it increasingly difficult to dedicate time to dignity and the psychosocial care of their elderly patients. Furthermore the physical benefits of such dignity increasing interventions are hard outcomes to measure and as such are often ignored and superseded in a healthcare system with significant financial and manpower constraints. We, as physicians therefore, owe a debt to the nursing
profession; we have left them isolated in their attempts to strive for dignity, isolated when the media criticised dignity standards in hospitals, and yet now to improve we require their extensive research.

Improving dignity

The nursing literature provides a strong evidence base for dignity improvement; as doctors we must study this, and identify those improvements which we could implement. Baille et al identified five such improvements for general hospital patients: recognising vulnerability to dignity loss, enhancing privacy, improving communication with family and building relationships, care environment improvements and addressing issues that matter to individuals—such as clothing, mobility aids or dentures. Specific research has also focused on elderly patients, here there is increased emphasis on maintaining identity, creating community and sharing decision making.

Ward leadership, actively seeking feedback on patient satisfaction, increasing staffing levels and working in partnership with private and voluntary organisations have also all been shown to produce a positive effect on geriatric patient outcomes. It is clear therefore that patient dignity can be improved by both a systems (privacy and environment) and personal approach, though naturally these categories overlap. What is most important is that the personal improvements almost universally centre on the importance of communication, but that communication must be targeted specifically to improving dignity. Targeted communication requires an understanding of what dignity is and what influences it. It is essential to understand that dignity is a subjective, personal concept, but also that it exhibits significant intra-individual variability dependent on how unwell the patient is, and what level of indignity they are prepared to endure for recovery. Useful communication with patients therefore is grounded on theoretical understanding, hence the importance of education whilst at medical school and through continued professional development. There are however significant hurdles to educating students about the importance and practice of dignity, particularly towards older people. Indeed certain seemingly innovative learning tools have been shown to actually have a negative impact and attitude towards elderly people and their dignity.

In addition to the communication between patient and caregiver is the importance of doctors and nurses
working and communicating in collaboration; without both parties involved appropriate dignity is hard to achieve. Dignity during life, and the understanding that dignity provides physical benefit are clearly relatively new concepts, it is therefore essential that doctors develop innovative tools and approaches to maximise the dignity of our elderly patients. It is therefore reassuring that innovative approaches are now being taken to inform and educate doctors about dignity, including an online module provided by the Institute for Healthcare Improvement released in July 2011.

### Conclusion

Improving dignity amongst our elderly patients is a challenge, it is challenging to teach, and challenging to implement. Nevertheless the benefits are potentially immense to our patients and their wellbeing, especially to the vulnerable elderly population. We must set our sights beyond simply maintaining dignity but actively seek to improve it, which we can only do with fuller understanding. Geriatricians can no longer delegate this responsibility to nurses, but must take up the challenge and collaborate fully, focused on improved and educated communication. This topic also has a much wider importance; illustrating the importance of the nursing literature to physicians, encouraging us to bridge that gap and become fluent in each others research. Geriatricians are perfectly placed to lead such innovation, and their patient group perfectly placed to benefit from it.
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